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INTRODUCTION  

The 21st-Century was marked by the development of science and technology which had new challenges in 
the education field (Ekanem, Ekanem, Ejue, & Amimi, 2010; Ogunseemi, 2015). According to Griffin, McGaw, & 
Care (2012) students are required to have four important skills, namely way of thinking, the way of working, the 
tool of working, and living in the world. To meet these demands, students need higher-order thinking skills in 
associating the learning process (Caleb Chidozie Chinedu, Olabiyi, & Kamin, 2015; Jerome, Lee, & Ting, 
2017). McFarlane (2013) states that students need a learning process and higher-order thinking skills that can 
explain the process of science such as making new discoveries by utilizing problems in the surrounding 
environment. One of higher-order thinking that should be possessed by students is scientific thinking skills. 

Someone who could think scientifically is a person who has the ability to receive, process and evaluate 
information in accordance with the context of science (Bao et al., 2009). According to Kuhn (2010) the ability to 
think scientifically has four aspects, namely: (1) inquiry, the discovery step that involves the scientific method in 
the process which includes the steps of finding the main idea of the problem, formulating a problem, designing 
a hypothesis and finding a solution to the problem; (2) analysis, the process of confirming data obtained with 
existing theories so as to obtain the truth; (3) inference, the process of confirming the truth between the 
theories used to find the idea of completion with the data obtained so that conclusions are obtained 
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 Scientific thinking is a crucial skill for students in facing 21st-century challenges. The 
aim of this study was to analyze the effect of Creative Problem Solving (CPS) with 
scaffolding learning implementation on students' thinking skills. The study employed 
pre-experimental design in which the sample was 96 of population was 270 students. 
The sampling technique used was cluster random sampling. The data obtained from the 
test instrument constructed from four aspects observed. The data was analyzed using 
dependent t-test. The results showed that there was an influence of the CPS with 
scaffolding on students' scientific thinking skills. Thus, CPS with scaffolding learning 
effectively empowered the students’ scientific thinking skills.  
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accordingly; and (4) argumentation, the process of students conveying their findings and also utilizing findings 
in daily life. 

Scientific thinking skills are the basic competency of problem-solving skills (Bao et al., 2009; McComas, 
2014). Scientific thinking skills also play a role in the development of higher-order thinking skills. Thus, 
empowering high-order thinking skills of students can be done by empowering their scientific skills. In addition, 
these skills also influence students' logical and systematic thinking (Jo & Bednarz, 2014). Therefore, scientific 
thinking skills are skills that must be possessed by students. 

Based on previous research that has been carried out, empowerment of scientific thinking skills has been 
done by some researchers. However, those researches were only limited to certain aspects. Research that 
empowers all aspects is still rarely found. Aspects that have been widely empowered in existing research are 
aspects of inquiry and analysis (Kuhn & Dean, 2005). Whereas, the other research just focused on aspects of 
inference (Kuhn, 2010). In addition to aspects of the ability to think scientifically, another empowerment that has 
been done are using learning tools. 

In Indonesia, some research that focused on scientific thinking skills has also been conducted. The 
research conducted by Wijayanti (2014) investigated the influence of authentic assessment on the learning-
based scientific approach. In addition, there is also researcher that develop textbooks and learning media 
(Fitriyanti, Hidayat, & Munzil, 2017). The other researchers studying the effect of discovery models on scientific 
thinking skills (Anas, 2016). In his research, Anas informed that the scientific approach-based learning model 
can empower students' scientific thinking abilities. The result is supported by Thitima & Sumalee (2012) who 
concluded that the model-based scientific approach was also able to effectively empower the ability to think 
scientifically. 

Based on some previous studies, the implementation of appropriate learning model has the potency to 
empower students’ scientific thinking skills. The scientific approach-based learning model is effective to 
empower students' scientific thinking skills. The scientific-based learning model is able to facilitate all aspects of 
the ability to think scientifically (Thitima & Sumalee, 2012). One learning model based on the scientific 
approach is Creative Problem Solving (CPS) learning model. 

The CPS learning model is a learning model that systematically refers to students' creativity in solving 
problems (Putra, Widodo, Jatmiko, & Mundilarto, 2018; Sari, Ikhsan, & Abidin, 2018; Vidal, 2010; Zidulka, 
2017). The model is in line with the scientific approach where students must act as scientists to find their own 
knowledge. Science learning is always referring to discoveries that begin with a question about the problems 
that arise (Bevins & Price, 2016; Hu, Xiaohui, & Shieh, 2017; Marra, Jonassen, & Palmer, 2014). This concept 
is the basis of  the CPS learning model (Lederman, Lederman, & Antink, 2013).  

The syntax of the CPS learning model according to Osborn-Parnes (Ayers, 1989) is (1) Mess Finding: 
students are given problems and students are required to observe existing problems and find the object of 
problems that must be resolved; (2) Fact Finding: students will find initial data from object problems that will be 
resolved so that later students are able to formulate the problems to be solved; (3) Problem Finding: students 
compiling the formulation of the problem to be solved; (4) Idea Finding: students discover the possible problem-
solving ideas; (5) Solution Finding: students accommodate all the ideas of settlement ideas that have been 
proposed, then selects which ideas are suitable for problem-solving based on existing theories; (6) Action 
Finding: students testing the solution ideas that have been proposed to obtain data actually so students are 
able to do it confirm the data with the existing theory whether the solution formed at the beginning is in 
accordance with the problems that arise.  

Each step of the CPS model is generally an aspect of the scientific approach. Students who do not 
understand the problem solving by using a scientific approach will certainly experience difficulties in applying 
this learning model as a whole (Zaim, 2017). Therefore, students need to get help before carrying out the 
learning process using the CPS learning model. Possible assistance that could be carried out by the teacher to 
overcome this condition is introduced scaffolding during the learning process. 

Through scaffolding, teacher assisting gradually to students who are referring to the difficulties faced by 
students during the learning process (Belland, 2017; Chairani, 2015; Malik, 2017; Murtagh & Webster, 2010). 
Scaffolding helps students in the process of finding and solving problems in a guided manner. Guidance given 
will be gradually reduced when students have been able to solve their own problems. Scaffolding teaches 
students to interact with teachers and peers in the learning process. According to Vygotsky, the interaction of 
interpersonal (social), cultural-historical and individual factors is the main center of human development. 
Interactions that occur between students and the surrounding environment will stimulate the development 
process and will encourage students' cognitive development in solving problems. 

Scaffolding has three stages, namely; (1) environmental provisions; (2) explaining, reviewing and 
restructuring; and (3) developing conceptual thinking (Walshaw, 2016). Scaffolding must be done because it 
can help students recall the basic knowledge that students have and help stimulate new knowledge with the 
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help of the teacher. In addition, scaffolding is also able to build student motivation in learning and reduce 
students' insecurity when unable to solve problems in the learning process. 

The application of CPS in the learning process, as well as educational research in Indonesia, is still rarely 
found. Some researchers have conducted this kind of study. Some of these studies included researchers who 
examined the effect of CPS on metacognitive skills (Effendi, 2017) and mathematical problem-solving skills 
(Zulyadaini, 2017). Research that examines the effect of applying this model on scientific thinking skills is still 
difficult to find. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to analyze the effect of the CPS learning model along 
with scaffolding on the ability to think scientifically in students. 

METHOD 

The pre-experimental research was chosen as research designs in this study. The independent variable in 
this study was the CPS learning model accompanied by scaffolding. The dependent variable in this study was 
the ability of students to think scientifically. The research was carried out in State High Schools in Special 
Province of Yogyakarta. The population is 270 students whereas the research sample was 96 11th grade 
students of Yogyakarta 8 High School. The sample was taken by cluster sampling technique. Since the number 
of students and the proportion of students in each school was different, before taking samples using cluster 
sampling, it is necessary to use stratified random sampling. 

The study was conducted in the second semester of the 2017/2018 school year in 11th grade MIPA with the 
topic of the Digestive System. The research phase was divided into three stages, namely the stages of 
preparation, data collection and data processing. The preparation phase includes the preparation stages of 
research instruments which include learning instruments that use the CPS learning model along with 
scaffolding, learning outcomes measurement instruments and instruments for measuring scientific thinking 
abilities. 

The data collection phase includes the implementation stage of the learning process using the CPS learning 
model along with scaffolding followed by measurement of the ability to think scientifically. The syntax of the 
CPS learning model along with scaffolding is presented in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. Syntax of CPS with scaffolding 

Syntax of CPS (Osborn-Parnes) Syntax of Scaffolding  Syntac of CPS With Scaffolding 

 1. Environmental Provisions 1. Environmental Provisions 
1. Mess Finding  2. Mess Finding 
2. Fact Finding  3. Fact Finding 
3. Problem Finding  4. Problem Finding 

 
2. Explaining, Reviewing and 

Restructuring 
5. Explaining, Reviewing and 

Restructuring 
4. Idea Finding  6. Idea Finding 
5. Solution Finding  7. Solution Finding 

 3. Developing Conceptual Thinking 8. Developing Conceptual Thinking 
6. Action Finding  9. Action Finding 

 

Table 2. Aspects of scientific thinking skills 

Aspects Indicator 

1. Inquiry a. Formulating Objectives. 
b. Identify the results of observations of issues / phenomena.  
c. Explain the definition of the problem statement.  
d. Formulate problems based on issues / phenomena.  
e. Make a hypothesis.  
f. Explain the definition of a hypothesis. 

2. Analysis a. Reasoning on the results of the literature review. 
b. Designing experimental designs. 
c. Presenting experimental data. 
d. Expressing concepts or theories from observations. 

3. Inference a. Make conclusions. 
b. Match conclusions with hypotheses. 

4. Argument a. Resolve problems using experimental results theory. 
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Measuring the ability of scientific thinking was done by giving multiple choice test questions arranged based 
on aspects of the ability to think scientifically according to (Kuhn & Dean, 2005). Tests include the pretest and 
posttest tests. Pretest was given before the learning process in the Digestive System topic starts and the 
posttest was given after the learning process is complete. The questions amounted to 20 multiple choice 
questions which were previously validated by two experts which included construct validation and content 
validation. The scientific thinking ability test indicators are presented in Table 2. Then, data from the research 
results were analyzed using inferential statistical analysis techniques. The statistical test used was the 
dependent t-test, which previously performed the normality test using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and 
homogeneity test using the Levene’s test with the help of SPSS 21. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

CPS is one of the problem-based learning model. Through the incorporation of the CPS syntax with the 
scaffolding step, it produces a new learning syntax that may able to empower students' thinking abilities. In 
this study, the positive impact of CPS learning model with scaffolding was studied and scientific thinking skills, 
as well as learning outcomes, were chosen as a learning parameter. The frequency distribution of scientific 
thinking skills score tests and learning outcomes score test are presented in Table 3 and Table 4, 
respectively. Based on Table 3, the interval score between 79 and 82 is the common score obtained by 
students. On the other hand, based on Table 4, the average value of the highest student learning outcomes is 
in the range 88-91 which is equal to 41.67%. 

 
 

Table 3. Frequency distribution of scientific thinking skills data 

Interval Frequency Percentage (%) 

75-78 25 26,04 
79-82 34 35,42 
83-86 26 27,08 
87-90 9 9,38 
91-94 0 0 
95-98 2 2,08 
Total 96 100% 

 
Furthermore, data on learning outcomes and scientific thinking abilities were analyzed using the dependent 

t-test. The results of the analysis data are presented in Table 5. Based on the results of data analysis, it was 
obtained that there was a significant influence of CPS learning model and scaffolding on the ability to think 
scientifically (p < .005). However, the difference result was obtained in learning outcomes parameters (p = 
.092).  

 
Table 4. Distribution of frequency of learning outcomes score 

Interval Frequency Percentage (%) 

80-83 9 9,37 
84-87 18 18,76 
88-91 40 41,67 
92-95 24 25 
96-99 5 5,2 

Total 96 100 
 
 

Table 5. Result of the data analysis 

Parameters t-value p-value 

Scientific thinking skills 14.502 <.005 
Learning outcomes 1.700 .092 

 
The CPS learning model could accommodate students to train their ability in solving the problem. Through 

implementing this learning model, the students are habituating to solve the problem creatively (Putra, Widodo, 
Jatmiko, & Mundilarto, 2018; Sari, Ikhsan, & Abidin, 2018; Vidal, 2010; Zidulka, 2017). This information is in line 
with John Dewey's theory. In theory, problem-solving is explained as an active thinking process based on the 
thought process towards definitive conclusions. In addition, it is in line with Bruner's constructivism view, which 
considers that students will give better results if they are facilitated to seeking knowledge and experience 
actively and independently. 
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However, the application of the CPS learning model has disadvantages. One such weakness is the difficulty 
of students in carrying out problem-solving activities. Therefore, scaffolding activities carried out by teachers in 
this study are expected to minimize these problems. Scaffolding activity was chosen as treatment in this study 
due to some references informed that this activity could assisting students during facing difficulties in learning 
process (Belland, 2017; Chairani, 2015; Malik, 2017; Murtagh & Webster, 2010). Moreover, Chairani (2015) 
states that scaffolding is an effective method used to minimize student learning difficulties in problem-solving. 
This statement is in line with Samana (2013) who stated that scaffolding is not only effective for use by 
teachers but students are also able to do scaffolding among small groups between students, so as to help 
construct knowledge between students. In this study, scaffolding was indicated could help students overcome 
the difficulties during do the problem-solving activities.  

CPS learning model with scaffolding is a learning model that combines the syntax of both where it is 
intended to produce a learning model that can empower all aspects of students' scientific thinking abilities. 
Scaffolding incorporated into the learning model aims to reduce the lack of the CPS learning model to bridge 
students in connecting the actual and potential zones of students. In accordance with the main concept in 
Vygotsky's learning theory (Shabani, 2016; Shabani, Khatib, & Ebadi, 2010), Zone of Proximal Development 
(ZPD), there are various difficulties students may experience towards their potential zones, including 1) when 
solving problems students have limited working memory; 2) students' difficulties in carrying out analysis in 
solving problems; 3) the initial knowledge possessed by students is not comprehensive and is not well 
integrated into the subject matter; 4) students' difficulties in recalling knowledge that has long been obtained. 
According to van de Pol, Volman, and Beishuizen, (2010) and van de Pol, Volman, Oort, and Beishuizen 
(2015), various difficulties will be reduced by using the application of scaffolding in the learning process. This is 
in accordance with the results of the study that through the learning process with the CPS model accompanied 
by scaffolding higher learning outcomes were obtained. 

The positive impact of the application of the scientific approach based learning model as in this study is in 
line with the report from Anas (2016). Anas concluded that the selection of learning models that accommodate 
aspects of the scientific approach can improve students' scientific thinking skills. The learning model chosen in 
his research is the discovery learning model, while in this study using the CPS model accompanied by 
scaffolding. In the case of CPS, the learning model can facilitate student in learning biological content through a 
scientific approach. The student will be habituating with some scientific process, such as observing, asking, 
reasoning, analyzing and communicating. The positive results of this study are also in line with various previous 
studies which also examined the positive impact of CPS learning models implementation. Some of these 
studies reported that the application of CPS was able to increase student interest (Yin, 2015), learning 
outcomes (Lu & Lin, 2017) and students’ academic achievement (Putra et al., 2018). 

However, although the CPS learning model influences students' scientific thinking abilities, this treatment 
did not significantly influence student learning outcomes. This result can be caused by some condition, both 
internal and external factors. The internal factors of students include students' readiness in receiving learning. 
When the learning schedule is in the afternoon students tend to be lazier and already look tired to follow the 
learning process. In contrast to students who get morning lesson schedules, students look more enthusiastic 
and enthusiastic in following the learning process. External factors of students include the environment and 
learning devices. A conducive environment is also able to influence how students can receive learning. This 
results in the acquisition of an insignificant score on the analysis of learning outcomes. 

CONCLUSION 

The conclusion of the study stated that the CPS learning model with scaffolding had a significant effect on 
students' scientific thinking abilities. The syntax of the CPS learning model is combined with the scaffolding 
step so that it produces a learning syntax that can accommodate aspects of the scientific approach that can 
empower students' scientific thinking abilities. 

The application of the CPS learning model with scaffolding is expected to be a solution in empowering 
students' scientific thinking abilities. The CPS learning model accompanied by scaffolding that contains a 
combination of syntax can accommodate aspects of students 'scientific thinking abilities so that it is easier for 
teachers to train or empower students' scientific thinking skills. The learning process using the CPS with 
scaffolding is very complicated so that further research requires careful preparation. In addition, careful 
instrument validation is needed so that valid data is obtained. 
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